For a given inequality with 0-1 variables, there are many other "equivalent" inequalities with exactly the same 0-1 feasible solutions. The set of all equivalent inequalities is characterized, and methods to construct the equivalent inequality with smallest coefficients are described.
Introduction
For a given inequality in zero-one variables n aix i~a 0 x i=O or 1
there are many other inequalities (called equivalent inequalities) with exactly the same 0-1 feasible solutions. For example, the inequality 65x 1+ 64x2+41x3+22x4+13x 5+12x6+8x7+ 2x 8 ~< 80 * This paper is an extended version of [ 11 ] . ** Supported by National Science Foundation Grant 32158X. This work was done while the author was at Yale University. *** Supported by National Research Council of Canada Grant A8552.
has the same 0-1 feasible solutions as 4x 1 + 4x 2 + 2x 3 + 2x 4 +x 5 +x 6 +X 7 + 0X 8 ~ 5. Recently, there has been interest in constructing equivalent inequalities that are "stronger" than the original inequality [13, 1] . Similar questions have been investigated in threshold logic, for example [12, 15] . Coefficient reduction is also related to the question of "strongest" or "deepest" cutting planes for inequalities with general integer variables [1, 2, 13] .
Here we completely characterize the set of inequalities that are equivalent to a given inequality. The set of equivalent inequalities is a polytope; the construction of an equivalent inequality with minimum coefficients is a linear programming problem.
For a class of inequalities called "self-dual", the set of equivalent in equalities is shown to have a more simple characterization. A row generation method for constructing minimum equivalent inequalities is also presented. Computational results for 135 test inequalities are discussed.
The amount of computation of some integer programming algorithms is directly related to coefficient size. Therefore it is often desirable to replace individual constraints by minimum equivalent inequalities. For example, in Gomory's group theoretic algorithm [9, 21 ] , reducing the coefficient size of a single binding inequality by a factor of k usually leads to a similar reduction in the determinant of the linear programming optimal basis. The amount of computation necessary to solve the group problem is proportional to this determinant squared. In [4, 8, 16] , methods to reduce an integer programming problem with m equality constraints to an equivalent problem with one equality constraint are presented. A drawback of this approach is that the coefficients of the new problem may be very large. Replacing the equation by two inequalities in the usual way and then computing the minimum equivalent inequalities may be desirable.
For other algorithms that involve algebraic transformations of integer problems [3, 5, 7, 21 ] , a reduction in coefficient size decreases the numerical difficulties in performing the transformations. As discussed below, a minimum equivalent inequality separates the feasible points and the infeasible points in a "strongest" possible way and hence is of interest in cutting plane algorithms. Also a reduction in coefficient: size makes it easier to identify redundant constraints in an integer programming problem as shown in an example in Section 7.
Computational results reported in [ 19 ] indicate that replacing inequality constraints by equivalent inequalities with smaller coefficients speeds solution by a branch and bound algorithm.
In many instances (e.g. group theory algorithms) it is necessary to have integer coefficients for an equivalent inequality. The construction of such inequalities is an integer linear programming problem. However, for 133 out of 135 randomly generated inequalities the minimum equivalent inequality found by solving the associated linear program had integer coefficients. For the two problems with fractional coefficients, branching on fractional coefficients quickly produced the minimum integer equivalent inequality. We have no satisfactory explanation of why most linear programming solutions are integer.
In the course of this research we have become aware that manY concepts developed here have been used to study problems in threshold logic. References [12, 15] are excellent discussions of research in this area.
Characterization of equivalence
We are interested in characterizing the set of inequalities n i~lbiXi ~ b 0 = 0 or 1
X i that have exactly the same set of 0-1 feasible points as (1) . Inequality (1) with coefficients a i will always denote the original inequality and (2) with coefficients b i will always denote another, usually equivalent, inequality. In all that follows we will consider only inequalities that satisfy the following normalization conditions:
.. >i b n. We lose no generality by requiring that the original and all possible equivalent inequalities satisfy conditions N1 and N2. N1 is achieved by the change of variables x I. = 1 -x i. N2 is achieved by multiplying the inequality through by a positive constant. For condition N3, no equivalent inequality is lost in the sense that if (1) and (2) are equivalent and (1) satisfies N3 but b i < bi+ 1 for some i, then exchanging coefficients b i and bi+ 1 gives an inequality that is also equivalent to (1) (this may be shown by direct substitution). This point will be discussed in Sections 3 and 5. Definition 2.1. An n-vector X* with 0-1 coefficients is a ceiling point of (1) (2) , then every feasible point of (1) is a feasible point of (2) (that is, (2) is a relaxation of(l)).
Proof. If X 1 is feasible for (1), it is possible to construct a sequence of feasible points of (1) X 1, X 2, ..., X k such that X k is a ceiling to (1) and
.., k-1. X j+l is constructed from X j by applying either of the following operations. When neither operation can be applied, a ceiling has been constructed. Now X 1 must be feasible for (2) since X 1 infeasible would imply X k infeasible which would contradict the hypothesis. Definition 2.3. An n-vector X* with 0-i coefficients is a roof point of (1) ( 1 ) is an infeasible point for (2) , then every infeasible point of (1) is an infeasible point of (2) (that is, (2) is a restriction of ( I )).
Let G be the collection of ceilings of (1) and c~ the collection of roofs. 
Self-dual inequalities
In this section, the set of equivalent inequalities for a class of inequalities called self-dual are shown to have a characterization in terms of ceilings only (or roofs only). Given a general inequality, a special selfdual inequality with one additional variable can be constructed. A 1-1 correspondence between the inequalities equivalent to the general in-: equality and the inequalities equivalent to the special self-dual inequal-i ity is investigated.
Some of the results developed in this section can be deduced from results in threshold logic, see [12, 15] , Although the results are presented in mathematical programming notation rather than in Boolean ! algebra notation, our use of the terms "dual", "self-dual" and "symme~ tric" is consistent with their use in threshold logic. 
is called its dual inequality.
It may be helpful to view (5) as the inequality ]~n=laixi>/a0+l after the change of variables x I = 1-x i. This construction makes it clear that a set C is a ceiling (roof) of (1) It is easy to see that an inequality is self-dual if and only if it is equivalent to its dual. If an inequality is equal to its dual (i.e., a 0 = ½ (~ n= 1 ai-1 )), then it will be called normal. Since we are concerned with constructing equivalent inequalities that minimize some linear function of the coefficients, we are interested in characterizing the extreme points of (4). The following lemma shows that for self-dual inequalities only equivalent inequalities that are normal need be considered.
is equivalent to (1) . Further, all the extreme points of the polytope of equivalent inequalities (4) have b o = ~ (Nn=lbi-1).
Proof. Since the convex combination of two equivalent inequalities is also equivalent, the first part follows by taking ½ times (1)plus i times its dual.
For the second part, assume that b ; (bo, b I ..... bn) is a point of the l ~zn b 1 polytope (4) and b 0 < ~ i=1 i -1)" Since the inequality specified in the first part of lemma 3.3 is equivalent, all infeasible points satisfy
Zn=lbiXi >>-~ (Ni=lbi,) + 1. For e ~ t i=lUi -~) + 1-bo, the inequality 1/e times (2) is equivalent to (2) and 2-1/e times (2) is also equivalent. 1 times the sum of these inequalities, (2) is Since (2) can be written as ~-not an extreme point of (4). The case b 0 > 1 n 5 (Ni=lbi-1) follows analogously.
Moreover, the extreme points of this polytope are the same as the extreme points of (4) .
can be Proof. Lemma 3.3 shows that the constraint b 0 = ~ n added to the polytope (4) and no extreme points will be excluded. Let b = (bo, b 1, ..., b n) be any feasible solution to (6) and let R be any roof for (1), then C, the complement of R, is a ceiling, hence n n Thus b is feasible for (4).
As noted in Section 2, there is possible loss of generality by imposing condition N3. That is, there may be equivalent inequalities with b i < hi+ 1 for some i. In the characterization of equivalent inequalities by means of Theorems 2.5 and 3.4 this was not a serious loss, however, it is a critical issue when we extend the result of Theorem 3.4 to inequalities that are not self-dual. The following result gives a sufficient condition for there to be no loss of generality with condition N3. Proof. Since x i and xi+ 1 are not symmetric, there exists a vector X* with with x* = 0 and x~ 1 = 1 that is feasible for (1) and the same vector with x* = 1 and x*+l = 0 is infeasible. By condition N2, b i >>-bi+l+l.
Given an inequality that is not normal, the addition of an extra variable gives a normal self-dual inequality n ! aix i + asX s <~ ao,
where a s = 12a 0 +l-N.n ' = 5 (~i=lai -1) (case A); t=lai I and a 0 a0 if a0 > ~ n a o' = a s + a o if a 0 < 5a (Nn=lai-1) (case B). The inequality (7) is called the self-dualized form of (1) and is denoted by (1)sd.
There is a natural 1-1 correspondence between inequalities (1) and (1)sd; (1)sd is obtained from (1) as above and (1) is obtained from (1)sd by setting x s = 0 (case A) or x s = 1 (case B). We want to specify conditions for which this correspondence carries over to the set of inequalities equivalent to (1) and the set of normal inequalities equivalent to (1)sd. The aim is to determine a minimum inequality for (1) by self-dualizing (1), constructing a minimum inequality for (1)sd, and then constructing the corresponding inequality.
For the next lemma only we will drop the normalization condition N3.
Lemma 3.7. hTequality (1) is equivalent (ignoring N3) to inequality (2) if and only if the inequality (1) sd is equivalent (ignoring N3) to the inequality (2) sd.
Proof. Only case A is proven, case B follows analogously.
Sufficiency: If the vector X is feasible for (1), then itis feasible for (2), and hence (X, 0) (i.e., x s = 0) is feasible for both (1) sd and (2) sd. If X is feasible for (1)and feasible for (5), the dual to (1), then X is feasible for (2) and its dual, and hence (X, 1) is feasible for (1) sd and (2) so. If X is infeasible for the dual to (1), then X is infeasible for the dual to (2) and hence (X, I) is infeasible for (1) sd and (2) sa. If X is infeasible for (1), then X is infeasible for (2) and hence (X,0) and (X,1) are infeasible for (1) so and (2) so.
Necessity: If (X,1) is feasible for (1)sd, then (X,1) is feasible for (2) sa and hence X is feasible for (1) and (2) . If (X,0) is infeasible for (1) sa, then (X,0)is infeasible for (2) sd and hence X is infeasible for (1) and (2).
Thus it is possible to search for inequalities equivalent to (1) by searching among the inequalities equivalent to (1)sa if the condition N3 is ignored. We wish to use the polytope characterization (6) of the inequalities equivalent to (1)sa; since condition (iii) of the definition of ceilings depends on condition N3, the characterization with ceilings is not valid without N3. In general, the correspondence established in Lemma 3.7 does not hold if condition N3 is included. In (1) (4) and there may exist extreme points of (4) whose corresponding points are not feasible for (6) .
Fortunately, the potential difficulty discussed in Theorem 3.8 is easy to identify and is easy to correct. If a minimum inequality equivalent to Thus it is easy to construct a minimum inequality equivalent to (1) using the characterization result for self-dual inequalities. This procedure for dealing with the potential difficulty is much preferable to defining the equivalence without condition N3 because the polytopes defined without N3 have many moreinequalities (see Section 5.2).
In contrast to the approach developed here, work in threshold logic has been directed toward defining the polytopes using only conditions N1 and N2 and then employing tests to exclude extraneous constraints. Some of the tests assume knowledge of the irredundant disjunctive form of the threshold function.
Note that it is possible for an inequality (1)sd to have more ceilings than (1) has roofs and ceilings. The computational results discussed in Section 5.3 give some indication of the number of roofs and ceilings. Note that when constructing an equivalent inequality that minimizes ~7=ocibi, the corresponding objective function for the self-dualized form is ~'.,n=ocibi+Ob s in case A and ~n=ocibi-cob s in case B.
Construction of roofs and ceilings
The algorithm given below for the determination of roofs follows closely the algorithm given in [ 10] for the construction of points satisfying conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition of roofs.
Algorithm for constructing roofs
Let S denote an ordered subset (sl, ..., si¢} of the set { 1, 2, ..., n} with 
{3,4}

(3,4,5} STOP
The roofs of the dual to the above inequality, 15x 1 +11x2+7x3+3x 4 +x s ~< 16, are { 1,4} and {2,3). Hence the ceilings of the original inequality are {2,3,5} and ( 1,4,5}. Note that at any step of the algorithm only the current set Sq needs to be available.
Minimum inequalities by linear programming
Given an inequality, a minimum equivalent inequality can be constructed by first determining all the roofs and ceilings and then solving A minimum equivalent inequality with integer coefficients is an optimal solution to the associated integer programming problem. It is also possible to construct a self-dual inequality and to solve a linear program with the constraints discussed in Section 3. Many different objective functions are possible; five different objective functions have been investigated, n n n n f4: n2bo+~i2bi;i= 1 f5: n2bo+i~=l(n-i+l)2bi"
Minimum equivalent inequalities were constructed by solving the dual of (8) The computational results for groups 1, 2 and 3 arepresented in Table  1 . The L, M, H in the first column indicates the range for a 0. Since the 
lntegrality
The linear programming problems (8) often have integer optimal solutions. It has been shown by exhaustive enumeration (see [ 15 ] ) that with objective function Nn=lbi-b 0 the minimum equivalent inequality is unique and has integer coefficients for n ~< 7 and that for n ~< 7 with objective function fl there is always a minimum equivalent inequality with integer coefficients. For n = 9, the following inequality [20] is minimum for fl, f2, f3 and fs. 9x 1 +6.5x2+6.5x3+6.5x4+5x5+5x6 + 3x7+ 2x8+ 2x9~ 12. (9) There are also known minimum inequalities with fractional coefficients with n = 8.
For 78 out of 80 inequalities in group 1, the minimum equivalent inequalities had integer coefficients for all five objective functions. The group 2, 3 and 4 inequalities were run only with objective function f2; the minimum equivalent inequalities had integer coefficients for all 55 problems. The two problems with fractional coefficients had fractions of ½. Using branch and bound with branching on the smallest noninteger coefficient quickly yielded the minimum integer equivalent inequality. For one inequality (13L), one branching was sufficient (i.e., two additional linear programs). For the other (14H), two branchings were sufficient.
We know of no satisfactory explanation of why the large fraction of linear programming optimal solutions are integer for this problem. We can show that one explanation in the threshold logic literature is fallacious. In [ 18, p. 66 ] it is stated that if an inequality is not symmetric in any variables, then for all objective functions the minimum integer equivalent inequality is also the minimum continuous equivalent inequality. The following inequalities are the minimum continuous equivalent inequality and the minimum integer equivalent inequality, respectively, with any of the objective functions fl, f2, f3, f4 and fs" 124xl + 11 lx2+ 87.5x3+ 86.5x4+ 71x5+ 70x6+ 65x 7 + 59x8+ 53.5x9+ 35xlo+13Xll+7.5x12+4x13 <. 243, 126x 1 + 113x 2 + 89x 3 + 88x 4 + 72x 5 + 7 lx 6 + 66x 7 +60x8+ 54x9+ 36x10+ 13x11+ 8x12 +4x13 ~< 247.
The following roofs show that the inequality is not symmetric in any variables: {1,4,10~, (2,4,9}, (3,5,7,11,12} and {5,6,8,10 ,11} (for example, the first roof shows that (2,4,10}, {1,5,10} and (1,4,11} satisfy the inequality and hence variables 1-2, 4-5 and 10-11 are not symmetric).
Different ob/ective functions
For each of the 80 inequalities in group l, all five objective functions were used. For 79 inequalities, the minimum equivalent inequalities were the same for all five objective functions. For the other inequality, except for a 2 =49 with fl, and a 2 =48 with f2, f3, f4 and fs, the minimum equivalent inequalities were the same.
The computational results suggest that the polytopes do not have many extreme points. However, the polytope corresponding to'inequality (9) has at least three extreme points. The minimum equivalent inequalities for objective functions f4 and n2b0-~n=l bi, respectively, are 9x 1 + 7x 2 + 7x 3 + 6x4 + 5x 5 + 5x 6 + 3x 7 + 2x8 + 2x9 ~< 12, 9xl+7x2+7x3+7x4+5xs+5x6+3x7+2x8+2x9 <. 12.
For symmetric variables x i and xi+l, if the objective function coefficient for xi+ 1 is larger than for xi, then condition N3 may exclude an equivalent inequality with a better value of the objective function. For example, with objective function lOx2+x3+x4, inequality (9) is minimum, however, an equivalent inequality violating N3 with a lower value of this objective function is 9x 1 + 6x 2 + 7x 3 + 7x 4 + 5x 5 + 5x 6 + 3x 7 + 2x 8 + 2x 9 ~< 12.
Although there is a loss of generality in imposing N3, it is N3 that makes condition (iii) in the definitions of roofs and ceilings possible. In the computational work the number of "roofs and ceilings" without condition (iii) were counted. Without condition (iii), the 135 test inequalities would have had from 2 to 137 times as many constraints in the linear programming problem (8) . For example, the inequality Xl+X2+ ... +Xn<~k has one ceiling, but without condition (iii) there are (~) "ceilings".
Reduction ratio
The reduction ratio is a function of many parameters, among them are (1) number of variables, (2) relationship of a 0 to Ninl ai, (3) coefficient size, (4) range of coefficients and (5) number of roofs and ceilings.
A study of the computational results led to a few observations on the importance of these parameters:
(a) There was significantly more reduction for a 0 in the L or H range than for a 0 in the M range (since there was a significant difference in reduction between a 0 in the M range and a 0 in the L-H range, in the following observations we only compare inequalities with a 0 in the M range), (b) the reduction ratio decreased with n, (c) the reduction ratio decreased with the number of roofs and ceilings, (d) there was greater reduction with the range of coefficients narrower, (e) there was greater reduction with the coefficients larger, (f) the number of roofs and ceilings increased with n.
The computational results and a study of all minimum inequalities for n ~< 5 indicated that for fixed n the number of roofs and ceilings was a good indicator of the reduction ratio. It was observed that the number of roofs and ceilings increased from a minimum for a 0 = 0 or a 0 --zn=lai ~_ 1 n to a maximum for a o g~.i=lai . Hence this variation in the numberof roofs and ceilings is a possible explanation for the larger reductions for a 0 in the low and high ranges than for a 0 in the middle range.
For variable n, the number of roofs and ceilings is the best indicator of the reduction ratio. Fig. 1 is a plot of the reduction ratios vs. the number of roofs and ceili~ags for the 95 inequalities in group 1 and 4. The ai, i = 1, 2, ..., n, coefficients for the group 4 inequalities were chosen exactly as the coefficients for group 1, but since the number of roofs and ceilings increases rapidly with n, the a 0 coefficients were chosen in the low range so that the number of roofs and ceilings would be in the same range as the group 1 inequalities. The points for group 4 with 20, 25 and 30 variables are not significantly different from the points for group 1 with 10 to 15 variables, The curve of Fig. 1 is very much a function of the size and distribution of the coefficients. The plots for group 2 and for group 3 are different, however, the general shape of the points is the same and the number of roofs and ceilings is a better indicator of the reduction ratio than the number of variables.
The computational work indicated that the number of roofs and ceilings increased rapidly with n for a 0 in the middle range. The following proposition gives a lower bound on the maximum number of roofs; the proof shows why the number of roofs and ceilings increases so rapidly with n. Proof. Each 0-1 solution to Zn=laixi = a0+l is a roof, since a i > 0 for all i shows that condition (ii) of the roof definition is satisfied, and a i all distinct shows that condition (iii) is satisfied. Each of the 2 n 0-1 points on the unit hypercube must satisfy exactly one of the l+En=lai equations ~n=laiX i = d where d is an integer from 0 to ~n=la i. Thus there must be at least one value of d with more solutions (and hence roofs) than 2n/(l+I;n= 1 ai).
The same argument holds for ceilings, but not necessarily with the same a 0. The authors feel that the results for random problems with a wide distribution of coefficients like group 1 are not a good indicator of the reduction possibilities of actual problems. We feel that problems with larger and more tightly distributed coefficients (as in groups 2 and 3) are a better indicator of the reduction potential of minimum equivalent inequalities.
Minimum inequalities by row generation
When the number of roofs and ceilings is very large, it is desirable to generate only those that give binding constraints at the linear programming optimum. The row generation algorithm below (column generation if applied to the dual) makes it possible to solve problems for which the generation of all roofs and ceilings is impractical. The rows may be generated by solving a knapsack problem.
results on self-dual inequalities make it possible to solve a problem with n+ 2 variables and only ceiling points in A t, step 4 may then be eliminated.
An elementary version of the algorithm has been coded; step 3 was implemented by solving the knapsack problem described above. Minimum equivalent inequalities were constructed for a few of the Petersen problems [ 17] with up to 28 variables. For constraints with more than 20 variables, the reductions were insignificant for these problems. See [22] for a discussion of the computational results.
Comments and example
In some integer programming problems many constraints have only a few nonzero coefficients. For constraints with a small number of nonzero coefficients (~< 6), it is feasible to catalog all possible minimum equivalent inequalities (for 4 coefficients there are 27 different minimum equivalent inequalities). Calculation of roofs and a table lookup would be a fast method to determine the minimum equivalent inequalities.
There has been work on constructing "strongest" or "deepest" inequalities for cutting plane algorithms [ 1, 2, 131 . If all the feasible 0-1 points satisfy ~n=lbiX i <~ b 0 and all the infeasible 0-1 points satisfy ]~ni=l bixi >~ bo+k, one way to define a strongest equivalent inequality is to maximize the distance between the two inequalities. A natural measure of distance is k/Nn=o Ibil. Our minimum equivalent inequality problem (8) constructs the equivalent inequality that maximizes this distance by setting k = 1 and minimizing f3. The other objective functions also define a distance, however f3 is particularly appealing since it corresponds to using the L 1 norm. The latter constraints are equivalent forms of the first and fifth of the original inequalities, the other constraints being either relaxations of these, or unrestrictive.
A computer program for calculating roofs and ceilings is available from the authors. The program (written in FORTRAN) has an option to generate the complete input to the IBM MPS package of the minimum equivalent inequality linear program with objective functions fl, f2, f3, f4 and fs-The 135 test inequalities are available on cards.
help with some of the computational work and also to Ivo Rosenberg for many detailed discussions and comments on the topic of this work.
